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1. Introduction 
One of the most interesting and commonly pursued brand1es of 
mathematics �.;.> the study of m.nnber theory. Its appeal lies not in its 
applicability, but in a fascination for the properties of the nurrbers 
themselves. It should be noted ·chat, on occasion, problems of m.nnber 
theory have contributed to more p1-agmatic branches of mathematics and hence 
to a practical application. Frequently this happens without t�e original 
author's expectation or intention since he was merely remarking on what he 
considered to be a singular or unll:3ual facet of the employed nurrber syst�m. 
Such a prob lem is that which involves the rearrangement of the digits 
of a given integer. TI1e algebra student frequent ly encounters problems 
of this nature while studying systems of equatio11s. lie is asked to find 
an integer such that the sum of tilis inc..eger and the integer generat�u ht 
reversing the order of the digits is equal to a second given integer. Tne 
student, if he progresses to the study of an actual course in number theory, 
will again encounter problems involving reve rs ing the order of the; digits 
of unknow:a integers, and at this time further stipulations will be added. 
It is this problem with which this paper will deal. 
·In this paper, as in most work done in mnmer theory, we shall be 
using the set of integers and any alphameric symools, tmless s tatcd. 
otherwise, wi 11 be understood to represent integers. We slull employ tJ1c 
system of axion� associated with the integers; this system can be found 
in an.y elementary algebra text. In addition, we shall here introduce 
a further pcstu!ate which will be employed in one o f  the following three 
equivalent forms: 
(1) First fonn of the Principle of Mathematical Induction. Any 
set of pos it ive integers which contains the integer 1 and the integer k+l 
whenever i t  contains the positive integer k, contains all posit ive 
integers. 
{2) Second fonn of the Principle of Mathematical Induction . Any 
2 
set o f  pos i tive integers which contains 1 and k+l whenever it contains the 
integers 1 to k inclus ive, contains all pos itive integers . 
(3) Well Ordering Principle. Every non-empty set of positive 
integers has a least element. 
The preceding postulate is a powerful tool commonly used to establish 
conjectures for the whole of the integers when one knows the conjecture 
to be true for a finite subcollP.cti0n. While we shall later emn1.cy the 
postulate in just this manner, its immediate consequence is a. fundamental 
property referred to as the Division Algorithm . 
Theorem 1.1. For any m>O and integer a, there exist unique integers 
q and r with O�r<m such that a=mq+r. 
The Division AlgoritJun states that if we we re to subtract 
sufficiently many multiples of n from the integer a, we would eventually 
be left with a remainder or residue r, which i t  would not be possible 
to reduce further under the restriction that r be positive. Consequently, 
it could b e  said that there is a connection between the integer r and a. 
This connection is called congnience and is further delineated by: 
Definition 1 . 1. If n is a positive inte ge r greater than one and n 
divides (a-r), we say "a is congruent to r modulo n" and we write 
3 
a:r(mod n). If a is not congruent to r modulo n, we write aftr(mod n). 
Definition 1. 2. If a=nq + r with O_::r<n, then r is the "least residue" 
of a modulo n. In genera.I, if a=s (mod n) then s is called a 
"residue" of a modulo n. 
1he posulate of Mathernatfcal Induction also gives us the follat1ling: 
Theorem 1. 2. Let b>l. TI1en every lvf>O can be tmiquely represanted 
in the f onn 
11= + b + b2 + + bk-1 + bk lY a0 a1 a2 • • • ak-l 31< . 
We shall use the preceding theorem in conjllllction with t.�e special 
case b=lO and the standard notation 
k . k M= Y a. 101=a0 .. a110 +. • • + <\10
, . 
i;;O 1 
We make the following observations: 
k 




=t l a. . 0 1 i= 
if a.=1 for all i, I t= l ta. 1 i=l i=l 1 




ai + bi)=Cao +be) + (al+ bl) + • • •  + (ak +bk) 
(4) 
=(a0 + a1 + • • • + ak) + (b0 + b1 +, • • . +bk) 
k k 
= l a� + l b . . 0 1 . 0 1 1= i= 
a.=O for all i<O. 
1 
We know sufficient infonnation to now pose the question that shill 
be the concern of this paper: 
Let n be a positive integer. Does there exist a positive integer 
M:a0 + a1101 + • • •  + aklOk with a0ro such that 
M + ak + ak_110
1 
+ ak_2102 +� • •  -+· a1 1o
k-l + a01ok ::O(mod n)? 
4 
We shall conclude the introduction by stating two elementary 
theorems of m.urber theory. 
Theorem 1. 3. 
k . 
Let M= l a.101• Then 11 divides M if and only if 
. 0 1 1= 
k . 
l a.(-1)1:0(mod 11). 
. 0 1 1= 
It shall later be shown that m.nnbers which are the sums of addends,,· 
ead1 of which is the rev·ersed image of the other, are frequently {ii visible 
by 11. Consequently, this theorem will constitute a useful check. 
The second theorem deals with congruences and will form a basis for 
the proof of the existence of an integer M and its image s.uch �1-iat these 
integers satisfy the conditions of the question. 
Theorem 1. 4. TI1e linear congruence ax:c(mod n) is solvable if and 
only if the great.est corrnnon di visor of a and n also 
di vi des c where the great.est connnon di visor of a and 
n is the largest positive integer that divides a and - . 
n, and is suc-11 that any other di visor of a and n also 
divides it, and it is denoted by d:(a,n).. Furthermore, 
if there are any solutions, there are precisely d 
incongruent solutions. 
5 
2. An Alternating Generator 
Let M be any positive integer, then by Theorem 1.2 there exist 
integers a0, a1, 32, . .. , ak such that: 
(1) O<a.<9, for O<i<k-1 - 1-
(2) 
(3) 
For the purpose of this paper, ;..re shall further assume that l�a0�g . 
so that � defined by 
(2.1) 
k . 
- \ 1 �i= l ak- .10 . 0 1 1= 
makes sense. 
(2.2) 
Letting S=M + };{, we have 
k . k . 
S= l a . 101 + l � _�101 . Q 1 · Q K 1 1= 1= 
k i 
= l (a. + ak .)10 . 0 1 -1 1= 
=Cao + '\)100 + (al + ��-1)10
1 
+ C32 + �-2)10
2 
. k-1 k 
+ • • •  + (ak-l + a1)10 + (� + a0)10 • 
A careful examination of the coefficients of the powers of ten in 
(2 � 2) tells us that the coefficients of lOO <md lOk are the same; as 
are the coefficients of the pairs (101,lOk-l), (102,lok-2), (103,1uk�3), 
6 
(104, 1ok-4) , • • •  , (lOx, lOk-x;; where the value of x is dependent upon 
the m..nnber of digits in M. 
If there is an even number of digits in M, then there is an even 
nur.ilier of terms in S and k is odd so that there exists an integer x such 
that k=2x+l. In this case, all the coefficients of (2.2) can be paired; 
that is, for every tenn involving lOi, 05i�x, there is another tenn 
involving lOk-i having the same coefficient. Hence, we have 
(2. 3) 
2x-1 2 + (a2 + a2x_1) (10 + 10 ) + • • •  + 
+ (a2 + a  · ) (10
2x-l + 1)102 + • • •  + 2x-1 
(a l + a  2) (103 + l)lOx
-l + (a + a  +l)(lO + l)!Ox x- x+ x x 
= � (a. + a .) (lOZx+l-Zi + l)lOi . O 1 Zx+l-1 1= 
= 1 e.10i(l02 (x-i)+l + 1) 
. 0 1 1= 
where e.=a. + a2 1 . and is such that O<e.<18 for l�i�x and 2�e0�18 1 i x+ -1 - 1-
becaU5e of the restrictions on a. for O<i<k. 1 
7 
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If there is an odd number of digits in M, then there is an odd 
number of terntS in S and k is even so that there exists an integer x sud1 
that k=2x. In this case, all the coeffici8nts of (2. 2) , with the exception 
of one, can be paired; that is, for every tenn involving lOi, O�i�x-1, 
i • th . 1 . lOk-i h . h ff. . Th t11ere is ano er tenn 1nvo Vlllg av1ng: t e same coe ic1ent. _ e 
exception is the coefficient of lOx which is tmpairable. Hence, we have 
(2. 4) . 
+ (a + a ') (102x-2 + 102) + • • •  + 2 Zx-2 
2x-4 + (a2 + a2x_2)(10 + 1) 
+ • • •  + 
(ax-l + ax+l) (l0
2 + l) lOx-l + 2ax10x 
= � (a. + a . ) 10i(l02(x-i) + 1) . 0 1 2x-1 1= 
h f and is such that O<f.<18 for l<i<x-1, O<f <9, and w ere . =a. . + a2 • - 1- - - - x-1 1 x-1 
2�£0�18 b
ecause of the restrictions. on ai for O<i<k. 
Let tis now assume that we are given a nurrher S which can be written 
in the fonn of (2.3) or (2.4). We shall show that there exist integers 
M and IT such that S=M + ff, where M and g sat is :ff the res trictions 
previously given. 
(2 .  5) 
x 
i 2 (x- i)+l Suppose that S= l e.10 (10 · + 1) 
. 0 1 1= 
Choose ao such that 
maxinn.un{O ;e0- 10 }<a0<minimum{e0,10} 
and let 
(2 .  6) 
(2. 7) 
tis obvious from (2.5) tnat O<a0<10 so tnat. 1�a0�9. tJsing (2.5) 
If l�i�x, we choose ai such that 
maximl.DT1{0,e.-9}<a.<minimum{e
1
.,9} 1 - 1-
and let 
(2 .  81 a2 1 .=e . -a . • .. x+ -l. 1 1 
Using (2 . 7) and (2 . 8) together with our suppositions, we have 
(2. 9) . 
9 
x 
= l (a. + a .)(102x+l-i + lOi) 
i=O 1 Zx+l-1· 
= I a .102x+l-i + r a.1oi . 0 2x+l-1 . 0 1 1= i= 
+ � a.102x+l-i � i . l o 1 + .l az +1_.10 1: 1=0 x 1 
Zx+l . x . 
l a2 +1 .10
1 + r a 101 i=x+l x -1 i=O 2x+l-i 
Zx+l . 2x+l 
= l a.101 -t· l a2x+l-i 1o
i 
i=o· 1 i=O 
=M + M 
where M and � satisfy the restrictions previously given. 
. x 
. 2( . ) Let us now assume that S=.I fi10
1(10 x-i + 1) . i=O 
Choose an aosuch that 
(2 .10) ma:.dJnun{O, f0-lO}<a0<minimurn{f0, 10} 
and let 
(2 .11) 
Using (2 .10) and an argumerit similar to that for the case where 
S involved the ei, we see that l�a0�9, and l�a2x=f0-a0�9. 
10 




maximtm1{0,f.-9}<a.<Jninimtun{f.,9} 1 - 1- 1 
a2 . = f .  -a . •  x-1 1 1 
Using (2.12) and a familiar argwrent, we see that O<a. <9 and - 1-
O<f. -::t.=a2 . <9. - 1 1. x-1-
If i=x, the expression fQr S tells us that we have 2f
x
l0x. lVe let 
a
x 
be given by 
(2 .14) 
By (2.11), (2.13)J and (2.14), together with our assumptions, we see, 
11 
by an argument similm.� to that for the case where S involves that 
(2 .15) 
x-1 . . 
= l (a2 . + a.)(lOZx-1 + 101) + 2a·l0x . 0 x-1 i x 1= 
x-1 2 . x-1 . = l a .10 x-i + � a.101 + a lOx 
i=O Zx-1 i=O 1 x 
v--1 . 
+ "''"l a2 .10'.i. 
. 0 x-1 1= 
x-1 . + l a.lOZx-1 + . 0 1 1= 
x a 10 
x 
2x . x . 2x 2 . x 2 . - ). a.101 + l a.101 + l a.10 x-1 + l a. 10 x-i ""' i . o i . 1 i . " o i i=x+l 1= i=x+ 1m 
2x . 2x 2 . 
= I a.101 + I a.10 x-1 . 0 1 . 0 1 1= i= 
=M + � 
1�here M and fjf' satisfy the restrictions previously given. 
The preceding discuss ion proves the following theorem: 
TI1eorem 2 . 1. A necessary and sufficient condition for a pos itive 
integer S �o be written in the fonn M + IT, where 
12 
k . 
M= l a . 101 with O<a.<9 for l < i< k and l<a . <9 for i=O or k i=O i - 1- - i-
k . 
and f:T= l. ak_.101 is 
. 0 1 1= 
(a) S= I e.10i{lo2Cx-i)+l + 1) where k=2x+l, . 0 1 1= 
e.=a. + a2 
1 . and is such that O<e.<18 for l<i<x, and 1 1 x+ -1 - 1- - -
(b) S= I f.1oi(lo2Cx-i) + 1) where k=Zx, f.=a . ... az . 
· 
0 1 1 1 · x-1 i= 
and is such that O<f.<18 for l<i<x-1, O<f <9, and - 1- - - - x-
In Tables I and II, we find a partial list of integers wh ich ca.'1 be 
written in the form S=M + M. A careful examination of Tables I and II 
leads one to the following theorems: 
Table I 
The following is a list of munbers which are of the fonn 
S= r f.10i(l02(x-i) + 1) and which are less than 2000. 
i=O 1 
2 504 807 1110 
4 505 808 1111 
6 524 827 1130 
8 525 828 1131 
10 544 847 1150 
12 545 848 1151 
14 564 867 1170 
16 565 868 1171 
18 584 887 1190 
585 888 1191 
202 
222 605 908 1211 
242 606 909 1212 
262 625 n..,o -'-'-' , ., 7, ..-WJ� 
282 626 929 1232 
645 948 1251 
302 646 949 1252 
303 665 968 1271 
322 66f. 969 1272 
323 - 68� 988 1291 
342 686 939 1292 
343 
362 706 1009 1312 
363 707 1010 1313 
382 726 10:29 1332 
383 727 1030 1333 
746 l'J49 1352 
74i 1050 1353 
403 766 1'169 1372 
404 767 1070 1373 
423 786 1089 1392 
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Table II 
T"ne following are m.nnbe rs which are of the fonn 
S= r e.lOi(lOZ(x-i)+l + 1) and which are less than 20,000. 
. 0 1 i= 
22 3003 SOOS 7007 9009 
33 3102 5104 7106 9108 
44 3113 5115 7117 9119 
55 3212 5214 7216 9218 
66 3223 5225 7227 9229 
77 3322 5324 7326 9328 
88 3333 5335 7337 9339 
99 3432 5434 7436 9438 
3443 5445 7447 9449 
110 3542 5544 7546 9548 
121 3553 5555 7557 9559, 
132 36!;2 5654 7656 9658 
143 3663 5665 766"7 9669 
ll'."-' .J"T 3762 5754 7766 9768 
165 3773 5775 7777 9779. 
176 3372 58 74 7876 9878 
187 3883 5885 7887 9889 
198 3982 5984 7986 9988 
3993 5995 7997 9999 
2002· 
2112 4004 6006 8003 10 ,010 
2222 4103 6105 8107 10,109 
2332 4114 6116 8118 10,120 
2442 4213 6215 8217 10,219 
2552 4224 6226 8228 10,230 
2662 4323 6325 8327 10,329 
2772 4334 6336 8338 10,340 
2882 4433 6435 8437 10,439 
2992 4444. 6446 8448 10,450 
4543 6545 8547 10,549 
4554 6556 8558 10,560 
4653 6655 8657 10,659 
4664 6666 8668 10,670 
4763 6765 8767 10,769 
4774 6776 8778 10,780 
4873 6875 8877 10,879 
4884 6886 8888 10,890 
4983 6985 8987 10,989 









































Table II continued 
13,002 15,004 17 ,006 19,008 
13,013 15,015 17,017 19,118 
13,112 15,114 17,116 19,228 
13,123 15,125 17,127 19,338 
13,222 15,224 17,226 19 ,448 
13,233 15,235 17,237 19,558 
13,332 15,334 17,336 19 ,668 
13,343 15,345 17,347 19,778 
13,442 15,444 17,446 19,888 
13,453 15 , 455 17 , 457 19,998 
13,552 15,554 ·11,556 
13 t 563 15,565 17,567 
13,662 15,664 17,666 
13,673 15,675 17,677 
13, 772 15,774 17' 776 
13,783 15,785 17,787 
13,882 15,884 17,886 
13,893 15,895 17,897 
13,992 15,994 17,996 
14,003 16,005 18,007 
14,014 16,016 18,018 
14,113 16,11 5  18,117 
14,124 16 ,126 18,128 
14,223 16,225 18,227 
14,,234 16,236 18,238 
14,333 16,335 18,337 
14,344 16,346 18,348 
14,443 16,445 18, 447 
14 , 454 16,456 18,458 
14,553 16,SSS 18,557 
14,564 16)1566 18,568 
14,663 16,665 18,667 
14,674 16,676 13,6'78 
14,773 16 ..... 5 18,7Ti - ,11 
14,784 16,78') 18,788 
14,.883 16,885 18,887 
14,894 16,896 18,898 
14,993 16,995 18,997 
Theorem 2.2. If S= I e.10i (I02 (x-i)+l + 1) then 11 divides s. . 0 1 1= 
16 
Proof. --Since 10::-l(mod 11), we have 102Cx-i)+l::-i2(x-i)+l�-l(mod 11). 
Hence, S:O(mod 11) and 11 divides S; for which we write lllS. 
Theorem 2. 3. Let S=M + � I f . 1oi (102 Cx-i) + 1). . 0 1 1.= Tilen there exists 
an M=i:;J if and only if 2 I fi for O�i�x-1. 
k . 
Proof .-:--Because of the fonn of S, we know that M== l a.101 where k=2x. . 0 1 1= 
It is now obvious that M=1'1 if and only if a.. • =a. for O<i<x-1 ir K-1 l. - -
ru1d only if f.=Za for O<i<x-1. 1 ' - -
Theorem 2. 4. Let S=M + � � e.lOi(lOZ (x-i)+l + 1). 
. 0 1 i= 
Tnen there 
exists an M=M if and only if 2 f ei for O�i�x. 
Proof. - -Si.ace the proof of TI1eorem 2. 4 is identical to that of 
Theorem 2.3, the details have been omitted. 
Proof.--Using the s imple fa.ct that 11=10 ., 1, we have 
= r e.(102x-i+2 + lOi+l) + f e.(102x-i+l + lOi) . 0 1 . 1 i= i=O 
= r e.102x-i+2 + . 0 1 i= 
x . +1 x 2 . 1 x . l e.101 + l e.10 x-l+ + l e1.10
1 
i=O 1 i=O 1 i=O 
= I e.10 2x-i•2 + r e._11oi + r e. io2x-i•2 + r e.101 i=l 1 i=l l i=l l-l i=l 1 
+ e lOZx+Z + e lOx+l + e lOx+l + e0 0 x x 
= I (e. + e. )1oic102Cx-i+l) + 1) + eo(102x+Z + 1) + 2e lOx+l i=l 1 1-1 x 
x+l . 2( 1 . ) = I f.101 (10 x+ -i + I) 
. 0 
1 1= 
where f.= e. + e. 1 for l<i<x, f0= e0, and f L1=e . Obviously, the 1 1 i-i - - X7 x 
f. s satisfy the condi tiorL<; of Part (b) of 'Theorem 2 .1. 
· 1 
Table III illustrates the results of Theorem 2.5. 
17 
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Table I II 
The entries of Table III are the result of multiplying the entries of 
Table II by 11. An asterisk (*) indicates that the entry cannot be written 
in the form S=M + �. 
242 33,033 55,055 77,077 99,099 
363 34,122* 56,144* 78,166* 100,188* 
484· 34,243 56,265 78,2 87 100,309 
605 35,332* 57,354* 79,376* 101,398* 
726 35,453 ._57 ,475 79 '497 101,519 
847 36,542* 58,564* 80 ,586* 102,608* 
968 36 ,663 58 ,685 80 '707 102, 729 
1089 37,752* 59, 774* 81,796* 103,818* 
37,773 59,895 81,917 103,939 
1210* 38,962* 60 ,98,,.* 83,006* 105,028* 
1331* 39,083 61,115 83,127 105,149 
1452* 40 ,172* 62,095* 84,216* 106,238* 
1573* 40,293 62,315 84,337 106,359 
1694* 41,382* 63,404* 85,426* 107,448* 
1815* 41,503 63,525 85,547 107,569 
1936* 42,592* 64,614* 86 ,636* 108,658* 
2057* 42,713 64,735 86 '757 108,779 
2078* 43,802* 65,824* 87,846* 109 ,868* 
43,923 65,945 87 ,967 109,989 
22,022 
23,232 44,044 66,066 88 ,088 110,110 
24,442 45,133* 67,155* 89,177* 111,199* 
25,652 45,254 67 ,276 89,298 111,320 
26,862 46,343* 68,365* 90,387* 112,409* 
28 ,072 46,464 68,486 90,508 112,530 
29,282 47,553* 69,575* 91 ,597* 113,619*. 
30,492 47,674 69,696 91,718 1 13,740 
31,702 48,763* 70,785* 92 ,807* 114,829* 
32,912 48,.884 70,906 92 , 9 2 8 114,950 
49 973* 71,995* . 94 ,017* 116,039* , 
72 ,116 94,138 116,160 50,094 
51,183* 73,205* 95 ,227* 117,249* 
51,304 73,336 95,348 117 ,370 
52 '393* 74,415* . 96,437* 118,459* 
52,514 74,536 96,558 118,580 
53 ,603* 75,625* 97,647* 119,669* 
53, 724 75, 746 97' 768 119 '790 
54 813* 76 ,835* 98 857* 120 ,879* . , ' 
76,956 98,978 54,934 
r 
19 
Table III continued 
121,000* 143,022* 165,044* 187,066* 209,088* 
121,121 143,143. 165,165 187,187 210,298* 
122,210* 144,232* 166.,?54* 188,276* 211,508* 
122,331 144,353 166,375 188,397 212,718* 
123,420* 145,442* 167,464* 189,486* 213,928* 
123,541 145,56.; 167 ,585 189,607* 215,138* 
124 ,630* 146,6S2* 168,6 74* 190�696* 216,348* 
124,7�1 146, 77� 168, 795 190,817* 217 ,558* 
125,840* 147 ,862* 169,884* 191.906* 218,768* 
125,961 147,983 170,005* 192,027* 219,978* 
127,000* 149 ,072* 171,094* 193�116* 
127 ,171 149,193 171,215* 193,437* 
128,260* 150 ,282* 172 ,304* 194,326* 
128,381 150,403* 172 ,425* 194 ,457* 
129,470* 151,492* 173,514* � 195,536* 
129,591 151,613* 173,635* 195,657* 
130 ,680* 152 '702* 174,724* 196,746* 
130 �sop·.: 152 ,823* 174,845* 196,867* 
131,890* 153,912* 175 ,934* 197,956* 
132,011* 154,033* 176,005* 193!077* 
132 ,132 154,154 176,176 198 ,198 
133,211* 155,243* 177 ,265* 199,287* 
133,342 155,364 177,386 199,408* 
134,431* 156,453* 178,475* 200,497* 
134,552 156,574 178,596 200,618* 
135,641* 157,663* 179 ,686* 201, 707* 
135 '762 157,784 179,806* 201 , 82 3 * 
136,851* 15 8, 873* 180,895* 202,917* 
. 136 ,972 158,994 181,0 16* 203,038* 
138,061* 160 , 083* 182�105* 204�127* 
138 , 182 160,204* 182,226 * 204,248* 
139 ,272* 161,293* 183,315* 205,337* 
139 ,392 161,414* 183,436* 20 5,458* 
140,481* 162,503* 184,525* 206,547* 
140,602* 162,624* 184 ,6 46* 206,668* 
141,691* 163, 713* 185,735* 207,757* 
141,812* 163,834* 185,856* 207,878* 
142,901* 164,923* 186,945* 208,967* 
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Table IV 
The entries of Table IV are the result of multiplying the entries of 
Table I by 11. A.ri asterisk (*) indicates that the entry cannot be written 
in the fom S=M + �. 
. 22 5544 8877 12,210* 15,543* 18,876* 
44 5555 8888 12,221 15,554 18,887 
66 5764 9097* 12 ,430* 15,783* 19,096* 
88 5775 9108 12,441 15,774 19'107* 
110 5984 9317*·- 12,650* 15 ,983* 19,316* 
132 5995 9328 12 ,661 15,994 19 ,327* 
154 6204* 9537* 12,870* 16,203* 19 ,536* 
176 6215 9548 12,881 16,214* 19,547* 
198 6424* 9757* 13,090* 16,423* 19 '756* 
6435 9768 13,101* 16,434* 19 '767* 
2222 
2442 6655 9988 13,211* 16,654* 19,987* 
2662 6666 9999 13.332. 16,665 19,998 
10 208* 17,.r='.-'l* 2832 G87S , ... .... ' .;-, 16�874* 20,207* 
3102 6886 10,219 13,552 16 ,885 20,218* 
7095* 10,428* 1 3,761* 17 ,094* 20,427* 
3322 7106 10 ,439 13, 772 17,105* 20,438* 
3333 7315* 10,648* 13,981* 17,314* 20 ,647* 
3542 7326 10,659 13,992 17,325* 20,658* 
3553 7535* 10 ,868* 14,201* 17,534* 20 ,867* 
3762 7546 10,879 14,212* 17 ,545* 20,878* 
3773 
3982 7766 11,099* 14,432* 1'7' 765* 21,098* 
3993 7777 11,110 14,443 17,776 21,318* 
4202* 7986 11,319* 14,6 52* 17 �985* 21,538* 
4213 7997 11, 330 14 ,663 17,996 . 21, 758*' 
8206* 11,539* 14,872* 18,205* 21,978* 
4433 8217 11,550 14 , 883 18,216* 
4444 8426* 11 759* 15,092* 13,425* ' 
4653 8437 11, 770 15!1103* 13 ,436* 
·4664 8646* 11,979* 15,312* 18,645* 





Proof. --Using the arguments of 'I11eorem 2. 5, we· have 
x ?x .;+1 x . x 2 . 1 x . = l f.10� -. + ) f. 1101 + � f. 110 x-i+ + � £1.101 i=l 1 i�l I- i=l l- i=l 
+ f lOZx+l + f lOx+l + f lOx+l + f 0 x x 0 
= r (f. + f. )lOi(102Cx-i)+l + 1) + fo(l02x+l + 1) . 1 1 i-1 1= 
+ (2£ + f 1)10x(l0 + 1) x x-
x . zr 0)+1 = I e. 101(10 lx-i + 1) 
i=O 1 
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2 2  
the ei s satisfy the conditions of Part (a) of Theorem 2.1. 
Table IV illustrates the results of Theorem 2.6. 
At this point, one might ask if there exist m.nnbers, other than 11, 
which transform class es of numbers fonn Table I to those of Table II and 
conversely. The next two theorems answer the question in the affinnative. 
TI1eorem 2 • 7. Let S= I e.10i(l02(x-i)+l + 1) and R=lOj + 1 where 
. 
0 1 1= 
j is odd, say j=2h + 1. If 2�e0�18, O�e1�18 for 
l�i�j-1, O<e. + e . .  <18
. 
for j<i<x, O<e . .  + e? 1 .<l& - 1 1-J- - - - 1-J _y+ -1-
for x+l�i�h+x, and O�ex-h�9; then RS is a merrber of 
Table I. 
Proof. --The theorem is obviously true if j>Zk; we assume j�2k. 
Following the arguments given in Theorem 2. 5 ,  we have 
RS= I e.102x-i+j+l + f e.lOi+j + f e.lOzx-i+l + f e.1oi 
i=O 1 i=O 1 i=O 1 i=O 1 
= �- 2x-i+j+l j�x lOi + 
j�xe . . 102x-i+j+l + f e.lOi t� e . 10 + l e i -J. • l . 1 - .), 
1. __ 0 1 i�O 1 i=j - i=J 
j +x · 2 ( · ) · 1 + l e . _ . 10 1(10 x- 1 +J + + 1) .  i=x+l 1 J 
Replacing j by 2h + 1 in the last s um ,  we have 
2h+x+l · 
l e .  (10 2 (x+h+l) -i + lOi) i=x+l 1 - 2h- 1  
h+x .: 2 ( • = l e .  10.i. (10 x+h .. l- 1) + 1) 
i=x+l 1 - 2h- 1 
2h+x+l . . + l e . (102 (h+x+l) - 1 + 10 1) + 2 e lOh+x+l i=h+x+2 i - 2h- 1 x-h • 
Recognizing that 
2h+x+l . 
l e .  (l02 (x+
h+ l) - 1  + 
· i=h+x+2 i- 2h- 1 
a11d combining the previous results , we see that 
Zh . 2 ( h 1 . ) RS= l e . 10 1 (10 x+" + - 1 + 1) 
. 0 ] . i= . 
+ r (e .  + e . /'h 1) lO i ( 102 (x+h+l-i) + 1) i=2h+l 1 i - �  -
h+x i 2(h+x+l- i) +h+l + . l (ei - Zh- 1 + ezx+ l- i ) lO (10 + 1) + 2ex-hl0x • 1=x+ l 
Letting f1. =e1. for O< i<Zh ,  f . = (e .  + e .  ?h 1) for 2h+ l < i<x ,  - - 1 1 1 - .w - - -
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h+x+l . . RS= \ f . 1 0 1 (lo 2 Ch+x+l - i) 1)  d h h l . + an t e t eorem is proved. 
. 0 1 1= 
Theorem 2 . 8. Let S= r f . lOi (lOZ (x- i) + 1) and R=l Oj + 1 where j is 
. 0 1 i= 
O<_ f1. + f.  � < 1 8  for j <i<x- 1, 0 <2f + f . <1 8  and 1 -J - - - - x x- J - ' 
O< f · . + f2 . < 1 8  for x+l<_ i<_h+x then RS is a member - 1 - J x- 1 -
of Table I I. 
Proo f . - - Since the proof of TI1eorem 2 .  8 is s imi lar to the l;)roofs of 
previous theorems , the details have been omitted . 
· There exis t  other classes of numbers which wi ll trat'ls fonn numbers 
from Table I to Table I I  and conversely . However , the number of 
res trictions becomes s o  large and so detai led that the author feels they 
are ins i gni ficant and should be left out of this paper .  
I n  deve loping Theorems 2 .  7 and 2 .  8 ,  the author fmmd the next two 
results . The detai ls o f  the proofs are omitted s ince they fol low the 
pattern of the proo f of Theorem 2.  7 4 
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1heorem 2 . 9 .  Let S= I e .  lO i (102 Cx- i) +l + 1 )  and R=lOj + 1 where J. 
. 0 
1 i::: 
O<e1. + e1. J
. <18  for j <i<x ,  and O <e . . + e2 . < 18  for - - - - - - 1 - J x+ l - 1 -
x+l�i�h+x then RS is of the s ame fonn and hence i s  in 
Table I I .  
Theorem 2 . 10 .  Le t  S= I f. 10i (102 (x- i) + 1) and R=lOj + 1 where J. is_ 
. 0 1 l= 
O<f .  + f . . <18 for j <i<x- 1 ,  0 < 2 f  + f . <18 - l 1 - J - - � - x x- J - ' 
O<f . . + £2 . < 18 for x+l <i <h+x- 1 and O<f  <9 - 1- J x- 1- - - . - x-h-
then RS is of tile same fonn and hence is in Tab le I .  
In Theorems 2 . 3  and 2 . 4 , . it is shown that i t  is pos s ible for S to be 
equal to M + M where M=H. That is , S=2M so that 2 divides S .  We shall 
now show that this is not pos s ib le for any inte ger larger than two. 
Theorem 2 . 11 .  I f  S=M + f.I then there does not exi s t  any integer 
q>2 such that q�FS . 
Proof . - -We wish to show that there does not exis t  an integer q> 2 
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such that qM=M + f:I. To do this , we shal l as s ume  that such cUl integer 
does exis t and arrive at a contradiction. 
If qM=M + 11 where q > 2 , then (q-l)M=H where (q - 1 ) > 1 .  Recalling 
k . k . 
that M= l a . 10 1 and f.l= l a. . 101 and comparino like powers of ten , 
i=O 1 i=O K- 1 
0 
we obtain the equations (q- 1 )  a0=ak and (q- 1) ak = a0 • Hence , 
2 (q- 1) <\=ak 
s o  that ak=O or (q - 1) = ± 1 . However , ak#O and (q- 1) > 1  so that our 
as swnption is false and the theorem is proved. 
The last two theorems of this section deal with the number of ways 
in which we can wri te S=M + �. 
Theorem 2 . 12 .  Let S=M + f:1= f e . lOi ( lO Z (x- i ) + l  + 1 )  wnere . 0 1 i= 
e . =a . + a2 A. l . and is such that O <e . < 1 8  for 1 1 . x7 - 1  - 1 -
l�i�x and 2 �e0�1 8 .  Then there exis t 
x 
(9 - j 10 - e0 I ) . 11 (10- f 9 - ei I )  possib l e  values of M. 
i=l 
Proof . - -We shall use the arguments fotmd on page 9. 
Fi rst we observe that a0 mus t lie in the range stated in (2 . 5) 
and that a .  for i <i <X must lie in the range s tated in ( 2 . 7) .  1 - -
In the fonner case ' there exi st eo - 1 =9- 1 10 - eo I choice s  for ao 
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whi le there are 19-e0=9- j lo- e0 1 choices if e0 >10 . In either case, 
there are 9- l lO-e0 f choices of a0 • 
By (2. 7) , we see that O <a .  <e . if e .  <9 and e . - 9 <a .  <9 if e . >9 . - 1 - 1 1 - 1 - 1 - 1 
Hence , there exist e .  + 1=10� j 9- e .  I choices for a .  if e . <9 and there 1 1 l 1 -
exist 19-e . =10- 1 9- e . I choices for a .  if e . >9 .  In either case , there 
l. l. l. 1 . 
Combinin g (2. 9) with the conclus ions of the two preceding 
paragraphs , we see that there exist 
x 
(9- j lO -e0 1 J rr (10- 1 9-e . f )  . 0 l. l.= 
x 
poss ibi lities for M where n v .  is the product of the integers . 
. 1 1 l,= 
Us ing (2. 10) through (2.14) and an argument similar to that of the 
preceding theorem, we have 
Theorem 2 . 13 .  
x . 2(  
"
) I f S=M + r;f= l f . 101 (10 x- i + 1) where f .  =a .  + a2 . . . 0 i · 1 i x- 1 1= 
and is such that O<f . <18 for l� i�x- 1, O � f
x
�9,  and - 1-
2<f <18 then there exis t - 0-
x-1 
(9- l lO- f0 1 ) _ n (10- 1 9- fi ( ) poss ib le values of M. 1=1 
2 7 
2 8 
3. A Partial So lution 
At this point , we have es tab lished a generator for al l nwnbers of the 
fonn s=M + M and have made s everal statements concernin g the nature of this 
s e t  of mnnbers . We know there are in finitely many mnnbers of the fonn 
M + 1\I s ince there exis t  infini tely many rep lacements for M and given any 
n � l , we suspect that there are infinitely many whi ch are divis ib le by n. 
We can see from an examination of Tab le V that for any n�lO O , there 
does exis t at leas t one multiple of n which is als o the stnn of reversed 
di git addends .  A further interes ting note on the numbers of Table V is 
that i f  n ::O (mod 10) then the firs t S whi ch is als o a mult iple of n is 
frequent ly a nruch l arger number than that required for neighboring n ' s 
not divis ible by 10 . Tilis is so because the las t digit of S is zero . 
This als o gives us a clue as to how one might seek a proof of the :L1itial · 
question . 
Throughout this d1apter , we wi ll res trict our cons iderat ion to 




paralle l  s tatements could be made for the case r e . lO i (102 (x- i) +l + 1) . 
i=O :i 
We wi l l  firs t show that i f  (1.0 ,n) =1 t hen the re  exi s ts an 
M + ?v1== � f . 10i ( l02(x-i) + 1) whid1 is divis ib le by n .  Se condly , we shall 
i= O 1 
show th.at there are in fact infinite ly many solutions provided (10 ,n) = l . 
Finally , · we shal l dis etLSS the case for (10 ,n) > l .  
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Tab le V 
Given an n�lOO , there exis ts an S=M + H such that S::O (mod n) . 
n s n s n s 
2 2 41 11 , 271 81  1 , 999 ,999 , 998  
.3 6 42 504 82· 8118 
4 4 43 1333 83 747 
5 10 44 44 84 504 
6 6 45 585 85 50,405 
7 14 46 322 86 2 3 , 82 2  
8 8 47 2 82 8 7  21,402 
9 1 8  48 1392 88 88 
10 10 49 343 89 5874 
11 2 2  50 1050 90 10 , 890 
12 12 5 1  969 91 2002 
13 132 5 2  988 92 8 2 8  
14 14  5 3 424 93 5115 
15  165 s �. 199 8 9 4  2 82 
16 16 SS SS 95 665 
17  187  56 504 96 23 , 2 32 
18  18  5 7  3,i2 9 7  24 ,. 832 
19 323 5 8  464 9 8  6 86 
2.0 10 , 12 0  59 76 7 99  99 
60 10 , 560 100 11 , 000 
2 1  483 
2 2  2 2 61  16 , 775 
23 82 8 6 2  868 
24 5 0 4  63 504 
2 5  525 6 4  2 112 
2 6  9 8 8  65 5 85 
2 7  199 8  66 66 
2 8  504 6 7  810 7 
29  464 68 544 
30 1050 69 483 
31 403 70 10 , 010 
32 544 71 34 , 932 
33 33 72 504 
34 544 73 584 
35 5 2 5  74 222 
36 504 75 525 
37 444 76 9 88 
38 342 77 77 
39 5 85 78 20 , 202 
40 10 , 12 0 79 948  
80 10 , 560 
(3. 1) 
(3 . 2 ) 
(3 . 3) 
'Theorem 3 . 1 .  I f ( 10 ,n) =l then there exists an S=M + M::O (mod n) such 
that M + � r f . lOi (lOZ (x- i)  + 1) . . 0 l. i= 
Using Theorem 1 . 1 and De finition 1 . 1 ,  we ob tain the following 
congruences : 
fo (10 2 C
n- l) + l) =qon + ro= ro (mod n) 
£1 10 (
102 Cn- Z ) + 1) + r0=q1n_ 





) + 1) + . r ( d ) r1=q2n . T r2: 2 mo n . 
. . . 
If no two of the remainders are equal in the above sys tern of 
n congruences then there is a j such that rf O (mod n) . Hence , 
f . lOj (lOZ (n-l- j ) + 1) + r .  1:0 (mod n) . 
J J
-
' n- l ' i 2 (n- l- i) Let S = l f .  IO (10 + 1) where 
. 0 1 i= 
' 
f . = l. 
f . , l< i< j 1 - -
o 3· + l< i< n- 1 .  ' - -
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(3. 4) 
(3 . 5) 
(3 . 6) 
( 3 .  7) 
' By 111eorem 2 . 1 ,  it is obvious that S is  of  the fonn M + M. 
Furthennore , 
s ' = i f . lOi(102 (n- l-i )  + 1) . 
i=O 1 
From (3 . 1) , we see that 
. 
j - 1 . � f . 10i(l02 (n- l-i) 1) \ l ( d ) l + + l r . = l r . mo n • 
·
0 1 · 0 1 - 0 1 1= i= 1= 
Eornbining (3. 4)  and (3 . 5) , we have 
' 
S =2r . ::0 (mod n) , 
J 
and we are done if all the remainders are dis tinct. 
Suppose that · in (3 . 1) , we have rb=r where S <b<c<n- 1 .  Then c - -
I f . 1oi (102 (n- 1- i )  + 1) = I f . 10i  (102 (n- 1 -i) + 1) (mod nj . 
. 0 
1 . 0 1 i= i= . . 
Hence ,  
(3. 8) 
(3 . 9 ) 
I f . 1oi c 102 cn-1- i ) 
i=b+ l 
1 + l)=lO
b+l f f. lOi(lOZ (n- l-i)  + 1) 
i=b+ l 1 
c-b -1 . . 
=10b+l l f .rn1 c102 cn-b - 2- 1) + 11 . 0 b+l+ 1  . i= 
:O(mod n) . 
b+l However , (n , 10) = 1  so that (n , 10 )=l . Therefore , (3 . 8) b ecomes 




, n-b -2 , . Z ( b . Le t  S = L f 101 ( 10 n- - Z - i) + 1) where 
' 




0 c-b < i <n-b- 2 ' - -
Since S sat is fies th_e hypotheses o f  Theorem 2 . 1 , we know that 
S =M + ?\1. Furthennore , it is obvious by (3 . 9) and (3. 10) that 
' 
S =O (mod n) and we are done . 
Recal ling that TI1eorem 2. 10 is obviotJ:5 1Y true i f  j > 2x, we have 
'Theorem 3. 2 .  I f  (n , 10 ) = 1 then there exist infini te ly 1nany 
M + M=O (mod n) . 
Before cons idering the case where (n , 10) > 1 ,  we note the following . 
Theorem 3 . 3 .  I f (n , 10) = 1  then there are at leas t 1 7  multip les of n 
. that are sums of reversed digit addends in the range 
Zn- 1 2 <5<2 •  10 • 
Proof . - - Replacing t0 in (3 . 1) by any value be tween 2 and 18 other 
than the initi ally speci fied value of f 0 wil l  mere ly change each. r i 
to r .  + K ·where K is some cons tant between 0 and n- 1 .  Hence , one of , 1 
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the r .  + K is congruent to zero modulo n i f  the r .  were dis tinct or 1 1 
rb + K=rc 
+ K (mod n) . In ei ther case , the argument of Theorem 3 . 1 
gives a new M + R Since S is obvious ly between 2 and 2 • 10n- l , the 
theorem i s  proved. 
Although we crumot answer the ques tion complete ly when ( 10 ,n) > l ,  we 
can find a s olution for many speci al cases . Us ing Theorems 2 . 9  and 2 . 10 ,  
we can then construct infini te ty many s olutions to M + �1= 0 (mod n) • 
Theorem 3. 4. Let ( 10 , d) = l. If there exi s ts an integer t s uch that 
lO
t
: - l (mod d) ti1en lOd divi des a numbe r o f  the fonn 
M + M. 
Proo f. - - Since lO
t:: - l (mod d) , w·� have 10 (10 t + l ) :: O (mod lOd) . 
--
· obvious ly ,  lO ( lO t + 1) is a snm of reve rse di gi t addends . 
'I11eorem 3 .  5 .  s Let n= 33· 10 • 
2s +l . 2 ( 2 1 ' )  
Let S= I f . 101 (10 s +  - i  + 1) where 
. 0 1 1= 
Then S::O (mod 33• 10
5) or 33· 105 divides a s tnn of 
reverse di git addends . 
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Proof . - -Expanding S ,  we see that 
. (3 . 11) 
Now , 
(3 .12) 
2s-2 . 2s-2 . S= � f. 101 + I f . 104s+Z-i + 20002 • 1025-1 i=O 1 i= O 1 
2s-2 . 
= l fil01 (rnod 105) .  i=O 
2s-2 . 
I £. 10 1 =10 + 9 (10 + 102 + • • •  + 102s-2) 
. 0 
1 1 = 
· =l + 9 (1 + 10 + 10
2 + • • •  + ia2s-2) 
+ • • •  + 
Hence, we have S::O (mod 105 ) . 
(3 .13) 
Furthennore , noting that 102q =l (mod 33) for any q ,  we obtai.n 
2s +l . 




2s - 2  . 
=2 [ l f . 101 + 20 + 16 + 20 ] (mod 33) 
· . 
0 1 1= 
:;2 ( 66) (mod 33) 
::0 (mod 33) . 
Since (3 3 , 10)=1 , _ we have (33 , 105 ) = 1  so that S::O (rnod 33• 105 ).  
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The next theorem can be proved in a manner s imilar to that of 
1beorem 3 . 5 .  Hence , the details are omitted. 
2s+l  . . Theorem 3 .  6. (a) I f  n=3 • 10s let S= l f . 101 ( 1 02 (Zs +l- i) + 1) where 
i=O 1 
(b) 
·- 2s+l I f  n=9 · 10s let S= 1 f . lOi ( lo2 CZs+l- i ) + 1) where i=O 1 
In conclus ion ,  we observe the following. 
Let n=2p5qd where (10 , d) = l .  Let s=maximum{p ,q }  so that n f  105d. 
d+s- 1 . Z (d 1 " )  Define S= l f . 101 (10 +s- - i + 1) where f0= 10 , f . =9 for l<i <s - 1 , 
. 0 1 1 
- -
1= 
and O < f . <9 for s �i�<l+s- 1 .  - 1 -
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Following the argtunent of (3 . 11) and (3 . 12) , we see that S::O (mod !Os) . 
If it is also tnie that S::O (mod d) we are done . I f  not , we proceed as in 
the proof of Theorem 3 . 1 and we wTite 
(3 . 14) u + f 105 (102 Cd- l} + l) ::r (mod d) s s 
. . . 
I f  there exists a j such that rj is congruent to zero modulo d ,  then 
we can follow the argwnent of Theorem 3 . 1 to show that 
(3. 15) 
Let 
(3 . 16) 
U + . f  filOi (102 Cd+s - l- i) + l) :O (mod d) . 
1=s 
, d+s - 1 , . ., (rl . 1  . ) S = I f . 1n1  ( 10"' '".+ s - .  - i  .. + 1) where . 0 1 1= 
10 , i=O 
9, O<i<s - 1  
' 
f . = 1 
0 ,  j +l : i�d+s - 1 .  
t ' 
I t  is now obvious that S is of the form M + �. S :::0 (mod d) , and· 
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t s ' S ::0 (mod 105 ) .  However ,  ( 10 ,d)=l  so that {10 , d) =l .  Hence , S ::O (mod lOsd) 
' 
or S :::0 (mod n ) . 
I f  �"!ere does not exist an rj in . (3 . 14) which is congruent to zero 
modulo d,  we cons truct the fr>llowing set of congruences : 
(3 . 1 7) f 5 10s (102 (d- l) + 1) =qs (mod d) 
q
5 
+ U + fs+ll05
+1 (102 Cd- Z) + l) =rs+l (mod d) 
rs+l + fs+z lO
s+Z ( lOZ (d- 3) + l) =rs +Z
(mod .d) 
. . .  
d+s - 1 · rd+s - 2 
+ Z fd+s - 1 (10 ) :rd+s- l (mod d) . 
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Since there does not exist an rj :O (mod d) , we ask if there does exist 
an r . =q (mod <l) where s+l<j <d+s- 1 .  I f  so , then by us ing the arguments of J s 
(3. 7) and (3 . 8) in Th�orem 3 . 1 ,  we have 
(3 . 18) 
Le t  
(3 . 19 ) 
U + f f . 10i ( I02 (d+s- l- i) + l) :O (rnod d) .  
i=s+l 1 
, d+s - 1 , . Z 'd 1 . ) S = I f . 101 ( 10 " +s - - i + 1) where 
. 0 1 i= 
10 , i=O 
9, l�i5s- l 
' 
f -.1 o ,  i=s 
fi ' 
s+l�i�j 
O , j + l�i�d+s- 1 . 
' ' s I t  is obvi ous that S is of the fonn M + 1\T and that S =O  (mod 10 d) . 
Since it  is possible that q tr . (mod d) for s+l�j � d+s - 1 ,  we write s J 
(3 . 20) f 105 (102 (d- l) + 1) =q (mod d) s s 
q + f 110
5+1 (102 Cd- Z) + l) =q (mod d) s s+ s+l  
. . . 
As before, we ask i f  there exists an r .  for s+Z<j <d+s- 1  such that 
- J - -
qs + l  : rj 
(mod d) . I f  there is, we proceed as be fore excep t that we let 
10 , i=O 
9 , l<i<s- 1  
' o , i=s 
( 3 ,, 2 1) L = 1 o ,  i=s+l 
f. ' 1 s+2�i�j 
O, j +l�i �d+s- 1. 
If  a suitable rj does not exist, we repeat the. preceding process , 
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placing U in success ive congruences tmti l, with U in the (g+l) st 
congruence, we mi oht find an r .  =<-I 1 (mod d) where g<j <d+s -1. We then have ·=- J g- - -
(3 . 22)  
Let 
U + f f. 10i (l02 (d+s - l- i) + l) =O (mod d) . . 1 1=g 
' d+s - 1  ' . 2 (d+ 1 . ) S = l f .. 101 (10 s- - i + 1) where 
. 0 1 1= 
10 , i=O 
9, l �i �s- 1 
' 
(3 .  2 3) f - o ,  s�i�g- 1 .1 
f . , 1 g�i �j 
O ,  j +l�i�d+s- 1 .  
I f  having added U t o  eveiy congruence in the manner described in 
(3 . 12} , ( 3 . 17) and (3 . 20)  up to the point where we have 
d+s- 1 U + qd+s - 2 + 2 fd+s - 110 =rd+s - l (mod d) 
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does :aot give us qd+s- z =rd+s- l (mod d) , we mus t conclude that the procedure 
des cribed in this chapter wi ll fai l to cons truct a number S whi ch  is of 
the fonn M + � and is also divisible by n. We be lieve that i f  we vary 
the values of f . fer s < i <d+s - 1  i�d. repeat the prccedure outlined in {3 . 17) 1 - -
through ( 3 .  2 3) Ne wi l l  arrive at the des ired solution .  The proo f ,  however , 
es capes discove ry .  
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